Daily Edits: Bats

Name: ____________________________

Re-do the sentences with corrections

did you no that bats are mammals. we no they are mammals just lik us because they are warm blooded they are the only mammals that no how to fly bats are Nocturnal which means they sleep during the day and are awak at nite?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

baby bats are called pups baby bats dont have hare when there born within a month. Baby bats are flying and hunting four food one there own

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

there are lots of diferent kinds of bats bats live all over the world. But they dont live in cold regons? one groupe of bats eats fruits and the other group of bats eats insectes. birds. and Nectar!

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

the statment blind as a bat is not tru because bats can see quit well?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
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Did you know that bats are mammals? We know they are mammals just like us because they are warm blooded. They are the only mammals that know how to fly. Bats are nocturnal which means they sleep during the day and are awake at night.

Baby bats are called pups. Baby bats don’t have hair when they’re born. Within a month, baby bats are flying and hunting for food on their own.

There are lots of different kinds of bats. Bats live all over the world but they don’t live in cold regions. One group of bats eats fruits and the other group of bats eats insects, birds, and nectar.

The statement blind as a bat is not true because bats can see quite well.